Potential Flow for Hosting a Conversation on the Impact of Sex Trafficking and Prostitution on Families & Communities

Have dinner together. Provide a “check-in” question to give everyone present a chance to share something with everyone else (e.g., What did you leave behind to be here tonight?)

Show video clips to provide background on the issue. Some examples:
- TVbyGirls - Invisible (13 min)
- Clip of Obama speaking from Clinton Global Initiative (2:06)

Have everyone agree on ground rules for conversation (see “Ground Rules” document for suggestions). Ensure confidentiality.

Conversation Round 1 (Allow anywhere from 20 – 45 minutes for each conversation round): **What concerns, questions or insights do you have about sex-trafficking and prostitution?**
(allow a minute or 2 for individual reflection before diving into conversation)

Conversation Round 2: **What can we as individuals and communities do to reduce harm and promote healing?**
(allow a minute or 2 for individual reflection before diving into conversation)

Pose a “check-out” question to give everyone present a chance to share in turn something they’ve learned from the conversation, a new question they’re leaving with or an action they’ll take in follow-up.

Additional activity:
Use the “What You Can Do” presentation included in the kit to give those present ideas of how they can take action. If possible, provide opportunity to take action immediately (e.g., make phone call or write letter to legislator, make donation, etc.)
Ground Rules

• Fully participate/say it here
• Start and stop on time
• Say it succinctly
• Be present
• Be open
• Listen respectfully
• Put personal agendas aside
Conversation Resources
“The Impact of Sex Trafficking and Prostitution on Community Health: Reducing Harm, Promoting Healing”

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

THE DEMAND: Refers to the purchasing side of the market for sex (consumers, purchasers, “johns”, patrons, clients). It’s typically used to describe the “demand side” of the market for sex, as opposed to the “supply side” (children, youth and adults who “supply” sex for sale).

PATRON (“JOHN”, CLIENT, etc.): According to Minnesota State Statues (609.321, sudb. 4), a “Patron is an individual who engages in prostitution by hiring, offering to hire, or agreeing to hire another individual to engage in sexual penetration or sexual contact.”

PIMP: An individual who arranges a commercial sexual transaction, forces a person to sell sex or provides protection for those being prostituted (AKA a sex trafficker, market facilitator, manager, etc.). Many pimps also perpetrate violence as a way to gain compliance and control.

PROSTITUTION: According to Minnesota State Statutes (609.321, subd. 9) "Prostitution" means: “hiring, offering to hire, or agreeing to hire another individual to engage in sexual penetration or sexual contact, or being hired, offering to be hired, or agreeing to be hired by another individual to engage in sexual penetration or sexual contact.”

SEX TRADING: The exchange of sex or sexual activities for money, food, drugs a place to stay or anything else of perceived value. Sex trading occurs along a continuum which includes sex trafficking, prostitution, and survival sex. It happens in many contexts including: street-based, online ads, private house/party, escort service, kidnapping, hotel rooms, bars, truck stops, stripping, etc.

SEX TRAFFICKING: The United States Trafficking Victims Protection Act defines sex trafficking as, “the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for the purpose of a commercial sex act.”* Sex trafficking is one form of the larger problem of human trafficking. It can occur within the United States or internationally.

SEVERE SEX TRAFFICKING: The United States Trafficking Victims Protection Act defines “severe sex trafficking as, a “commercial sex act[s]...induced by force, fraud, or coercion, or in which the person induced to perform such act has not attained 18 years of age.”*

SURVIVOR: A self-selected reference for an individual who was prostituted, had exchanged or sold sex or sexual activities, was a victim of sex trafficking and is no longer involved

FACTS ABOUT SEX TRAFFICKING AND PROSTITUTION

It is in the best interest of Minnesota tax payers to invest in early intervention and prevention of sex trading and trafficking of minors. A recent study found a $34 return on investment to the tax payer for each dollar invested.¹

According to a nationally representative sample, 3.5% of all the adolescents in the United States have traded sex (National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health).²

A recent study of 135 people from North Minneapolis who traded sex found the following:³

- 90% were unemployed at the time of the study
- 84% experienced violence, including physical, sexual and emotional abuse (62% experienced all three forms of violence)
- Roughly half of those surveyed first traded sex as a minor (under age 18)
  - The average age of first sex trade for those who started as a minor was 13 years old
  - The average age of first sex trade for those who started as an adult was 22 years old

Experience of abuse and violence is nearly universal among street-engaged female youth who had been sexually exploited.⁴

Women in prostitution are 60 to 100 times likely to be murdered than women not in prostitution.⁵

The Federal Bureau of Investigations has identified the Twin Cities as among 13 cities with notable sex trafficking of juveniles.

In the United States, the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children conservatively estimates that 100,000 children are exploited each year for prostitution.⁶

83% Percent of total sex trafficked victims between 2008 and 2010 were United States citizens.⁷
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